Fluvial Landscapes

Drainage Basins

The Drainage Basin
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bold to
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bank

Drainage Basins form part of the hydrological cycle.

A Drainage Basin is the area drained by a river and its tributaries.
The boundary of the drainage basin is called its watershed.

Task
Add the labels to your own diagram:

Write out definitions
underneath for the
following key terms:
Source

Confluence

Tributary

Location of the watershed

The Drainage System
A drainage basin is an Open System. This is because water can be added (through
precipitation) and lost (as rivers return it to the sea).
It is useful to view drainage basins as a system with a series of INPUTS, OUTPUTS,
TRANSFERS and STORES.

INPUTS

STORAGE
TRANSFERS

OUTPUTS

Where water enters the system through
precipitation (rain or snow)
Where water is held in storage, eg in
lakes, pools, rocks and soil

Processes by which water moves or flows
through the system
Where water is lost from the system either by rivers
taking it to the sea or through evapotranspiration.

What are the components?
Make a large copy of
the diagram. Annotate
it to show the main
components of the
drainage basin system

The main input (rain, hail, sleet or snow)

Trees take in and absorb the
water

Water infiltrates into
the soil where it may
be stored.

Water percolates into the
rock zone.

Water is stored
within rocks as
groundwater

Water drips from trees
onto ground surface
Water runs-off the ground
surface. This will happen
when soil below is saturated

Water moves through soil to get
to river. This is more likely
when rocks below are saturated
Water moves through the
rocks before entering the river

Explaining the Drainage Basin System

Copy and complete the
paragraph below

When it rains most water droplets are _____________by trees and plants. Water will
be stored on leaves and then lost from the system through ________________. When
the rain is heavier and lasts longer, water will drip from the vegetation onto the
ground. At first this water may from pools as ________________________but as the
ground becomes wet and soft, water will begin to ________________down through
the soil. The water will then be stored in the soil or slowly transferred sideways as
_________________or downwards as ___________________. Percolation forms
__________________(water stored at depth within rocks). Groundwater flow slowly
and transfers the water to the river. __________________________(runoff) can
occur if a storm produces rainfall that is too heavy to infiltrate the soil, or where the
soil is already saturated. This results in the transfer of water over the land to the river.
In summary, most water reaches a river through a combination of overland flow,
through flow and groundwater flow.

infiltrate
evaporation
groundwater
intercepted

surface storage
throughflow

overland flow
percolation

Drainage system summary flowchart
Evapotranspiration

Precipitation
Interception by vegetation
Stemflow
Surface storage

COPY
Now add a colour
scheme: shade
the INPUT,
, the
STORES,
the
TRANSFERS and
the OUTPUTS

Overland flow
Drainage
Basin
Output

Infiltration
Soil moisture
storage

Through flow

Percolation
Groundwater
storage

Groundwater flow

Channel
carries
water to
the sea
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Precipitation occurs and is the main input into a drainage basin. When this happens the
rain can move through the drainage basin in a number of ways. If there has been no
previous rainfall the rain can infiltrate through the soil and all the way into the
groundwater zone where some of it will be stored as groundwater. It will then transfer
through the rocks to the river as groundwater flow. If the groundwater zone is already
saturated, rainwater will not be able to percolate it, so instead the water will stay in the
soil zone and be stored as soil moisture or transferred back to the river as throughflow. If
the soil is saturated water will simply move across the land surface very quickly back to
the river as overland flow or will be stored as puddles or in lakes on the land surface.
Water can leave a drainage basin through transpiration where trees have intercepted
rainwater and it then evaporates from them due to heating from the sun, or evaporation
of water which is contained in lakes on the surface. Water can also leave a drainage
basin when rivers take it into the sea.

Factors Affecting Drainage Basin
Transfers and Stores
Use your Knowledge of the drainage basin system and the previous global
hydrological cycle impacts to EXPLAIN how the following scenarios will affect
the drainage basin system.
Urbanisation

Deforestation

Afforestation

Irrigation

Impermeable rock

Steep slopes
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